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“It was 2007 when I learned of the Canadian Broken Social Scene member turned solo-artist, about the time I tossed out my holey Hollister
jeans and shut off the rapidly homogenizing radio for good. (I still have no clue why I actually paid extra for jeans with holes in them).”

Alissa Goeglein, Contributor
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2012 LIGHTHOUSE TRIPS
Lighthouse applications are
now available. Go to taylor.
edu/lighthouse, choose Application, follow the steps, and
fill out Part 1. Part 2 will be
available mid-April and will
include destination choices.
We anticipate projects in
The Czech Republic, Ecuador,
Ethiopia, India, Paraguay,
and possibly Guatemala and
Japan. Mandatory informational meetings will be April
18 and 19 at 9 p.m. Email
questions to lighthouse@
taylor.edu.
- Maggie Burns and Jennica
Stevens

SOCIAL JUSTICE WEEK
An expected 150 to 200 Taylor
University students will live
in cardboard shelters next
week during the annual
Social Justice Week.
A special Empty Bowls event
Thursday will raise money to
benefit the hungry in Grant
County. Organizers say setup
of the cardboard shelters is
scheduled for 4 p.m., weather
permitting, on the lawn
between the Reade Center
and the Nussbaum Science
Center.
Visit the Social Justice Week
blog (socialjusticeweek.tumblr.com/) or Twitter account
(@taylorsjw) for the most current information.
- Jim Garringer

WEEKEND WEATHER
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57°
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ith a computer, keyrecently reported 10 million hits and
JULIA BERGER
board, monitor and a
9,000 hours on Facebook in one week
CO-EDITOR IN CHIEF
few clicks of a mouse,
at Taylor.
Internet users can search for a seemThis raises the question of how Taylor students
ingly endless number of topics in a matter of seconds. want to spend their time.
The Internet has increased in its popularity, boastIn a study conducted by The Echo, 45 percent of
ing over 266 million users in North America alone, respondents said they spend two to four hours online
77 percent of the country’s population, according to every day and 22 percent spend four to six hours. A
Internet World Stats. It has grown exponentially third of participants said 40 to 60 percent of their
from an accessory to a necessity in the last two homework requires online access and 28 percent
decades.
said between 60 and 80 percent.
The Internet is an important tool for 18- to
As an educational institution, Taylor University
25-year-olds, who spend hours every day using it encourages its students and faculty to check email
for homework, email and social media.
for important notices and announcements but disT.R. Knight, director of Technology Services, courages using the Internet in an unhealthy way.

In today’s world, however, it is expected that most
people are connected to the Internet, email or phone,
allowing technology to take a significant role in life.
“The instantaneous [nature] of [our world today]
gives us so many more voices in our head that there’s
more competing for our attention . . . Not only attention span, but also a challenge to focus on any one
thing,” said Steve Morley, associate dean of students
and director of residence life.
Because of the attention span and fast-paced life,
content on the Internet is now created to be scanable, updated as frequently as possible and simple to
understand. This trend matches young adults updatCONTINUED ON PAGE 2

TAYLOR ANNOUNCES
PLAN FOR NEW MAJOR

SOLD CONFERENCE

THE BROAD AND RAPIDLY GROWING FIELD OF
PUBLIC HEALTH WILL SOON BE AN OPTION

Several hundred students spent that day learning
more about the effects of consummerism on women

Taylor
Stephen Mortland, dean of enrollUniversity
ment management. “So our job
officials
becomes helping students identify
announced plans this week to offer if public health meets what is going
a new major in the rapidly-growing on inside of them—whether they are
health field.
being driven, in terms of their passion
A proposal to offer a bachelor’s and their calling, to public health.”
degree in public health has been
“We have so many students who
developing for some time, and stu- come to Taylor that have a heart for
dents could see opportunities to take service and who are interested in
classes within the major as soon as health-related fields and interested in
spring semester of next year. Many health care,” said Dr. Mark Biermann,
majors on campus
dean of the school of
are specialized and
natural and applied
very subject-specific,
sciences and one of
“The need and
but a unique aspect
the key figures in the
of the proposed major
new major’s developopportunities for
is the intention to
ment. “Coming out of
those pursuing
draw from multiple
high school they pridepartments when
marily know about
health-related fields being a physician or
forming the curriculum. While there are
a nurse, but Taylor
are constantly
plans to bring in a
also has a tradition
explanding...”
director for the public
of having very strong
health program, the
programs of allied
40-credit-hour major
health.”
will be built with faculty and classes
Public health is a broad field with
from science, social work, economics, many different aspects, but the pripsychology and other departments.
mary focus is on preventative care,
The need and opportunities for something Biermann says will play a
those pursuing health-related fields leading role in years to come.
are continually expanding, but some“In many ways the current model of
times students are not aware of all health care—not just in the United
the career possibilities of the industry. States, not just in developing counStudents with a passion for health tries, but all around the world—is in
care often only think of two options many ways, simply not sustainable,”
to pursue their mission: becoming a Biermann said. “For too long there
doctor or a nurse.
has been a focus on treatment of dis“They describe that mission, what eases mainly as they happen and, to
I would call a public health mission,
without a label to hook it on,” said
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

MANDOLYN HECOX

NEWS CO-EDITOR

ABBY HAVERDINK
CONTRIBUTOR

Around 250 individuals attended an
on-campus conference called “Sold:
Being Human in a Consumer World.”
This one-day conference Saturday,
primarily developed by the honors
guild, drew attention to the commodification of women.
“Across the spectrum, whether
advertising, our own relationships or the extreme examples
of sex trafficking and sex slavery,
women are viewed as something
to consume and that pervades
our culture,” said Dr. Scott Moeschberger, associate dean and
director of the honors guild.
The honors guild partnered with
TSO men’s and women’s ministries
to make the conference a success.
The conference included two keynote
speakers, four breakout sessions and
a Taylor male faculty panel discussion.
Although session topics emphasized
the commodification of women, they
stressed that this not just a women’s
issue or a men’s problem. Both men
and women have a responsibility to
examine how consumerism affects the
way human beings are viewed and
treated.
“This topic is not just about women,”
said Meleca Consultado, graduate
director of women’s programming.
“It’s about the dignity of someone
made in the image of God.”
“I care about this because I am a
human being,” said Dr. Jeff Cramer.

“It matters to me because I live
in this world with other women.
I know what I have and what they
don’t often. I know about injustice.
I’ve seen it.”
Some of these injustices were
addressed during the breakout sessions. Topics included gendered relations of violence, women in the media,
human trafficking and sex trafficking.
“It is in Indiana and Ohio. The session brought it very home and put
more of a personal effect on it,” said
senior Emily Paladin, an attendee of
Dr. Jeffrey Barrow’s breakout session
on the sex trafficking of U.S. minors.
Over 250,000 American youth
are at high risk of being trafficked,
said Barrows, who quoted research
from the University of Pennsylvania.
Runaways largely contribute to this
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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TECHNOLOGY CONTINUED...

ing their social media networks more often
while blogging less. Blogging, a popular
way of communicating personal thoughts,
has seen its decline in the age group of
those 18 to 29 years old.
According to the Pew Research Center,
there has been a nine percent decrease in
blogging from 18- to 29-year-olds between
2007 and 2009. Instead, young adults are
supplementing blogging with using Twitter or Facebook more.
“Sometimes [the Internet] becomes the
default in our lives. Whenever we return
home we get online, check Facebook, click
onto emails, do random searches or gaming, rather than concentrating on beneficial parts of our day or relationships,” said
Bergwall hall director Jacob Drake.
For years, the Internet has been viewed
as an important tool in research and connectedness to others, but now users must

NEW MAJOR CONTINUED...

be blunt, it’s expensive. It’s much more
effective to take a preventative approach
and look at helping people be healthy.”
Program leaders have just opened the
search for a program director for the public health major. While they are starting
to pull together the core curriculum and
work in anticipation of the program, they
are deliberately delaying decisions on
some matters so that the future full-time
director can use his or her experience to
set the stage. There will be at least two
tracks for the discipline, with one focusing on urban public health issues and the
other focusing on international issues.
Biermann and other supporters have
been meeting with a core group of faculty
to gather insight and gathering an external advisory group of friends and alumni.
The program, which is truly interdisciplinary—pulling together talent and ability
from across Taylor’s campus—will not

take a look at whether or not it is provid- away. International students are able to
ing a truly positive experience. It is also stay more connected to home,” Moser said.
becoming a way to supplement personal “However, I also see the Internet creating at
friendships, meaning users are forming best a facade of connectedness—at worst, a
and maintaining more relationships online. barrier altogether—among students here
“It’s easy to have an interaction whether on campus. One can spend hours on the
that be interpersonal interaction online,” Internet and not talk to their friend next
Morley said. “It could take away the risk door.”
or the element of rejection or not having
Another participant said, “I feel as
the ability to put your words together and though if used in moderation, the Interedit them before you send them.”
net and its resources are beneficial tools
Each student uses the Internet for dif- that enable a student to become a better
ferent reasons and therefore comes away learner as well as a more well rounded
with a different effect.
student. With that being said, too much of
One participant in the study said, “I any one thing can have negative impacts.”
don’t think that my Internet usage affects
Balancing Internet usage is a challenge
my actual ability to have personal interac- for this generation. It is easy to access, use,
tions, but I do think that it can sometimes communicate and waste time. It can also
lead to a lot of wasted time that could be be a powerful tool to enhance one’s life if
better spent with other people.”
used properly and with the right perspec“For those who are geographically dis- tive.
tant, it keeps students connected to friends
and family who are thousands of miles
reside in any particular department and
will report to Biermann.
A strong focus of the program will be to
serve as a gateway for students to earn a
master’s degree in public health and continue advancing in the field. While fulltime implementation of the program will
likely not begin until fall of 2012, when
the new Euler science building opens,
proponents are hopeful that they could
start offering related courses next spring,
depending on how quickly the right person
is found for the director position.
There are very few schools similar to
Taylor that currently offer such a program,
which places Taylor at the forefront of preparing students with this exciting possibility. In planning for the new program,
Taylor consulted over a dozen external
public health figures, many of them Taylor
alumni, and received overwhelming support. Their experience and career fields—
all in public health yet very different—are
a prime example of the opportunities Taylor students can pursue. These alumni

are serving in public health roles in India,
Boston, Kenya, Washington, D.C. and more.
One such graduate, Dr. Alice Rouse-Colegrove, will visit campus starting Sunday
night for Social Justice Week but will also
take part in a public health informational
meeting with Biermann Monday night.
The meeting will be held in the Butz-Carruth Recital Hall at 6:30 p.m. and is open
to Taylor students to hear the possibilities
of the public health field.
“This is a really exciting opportunity
to be involved in communities and to
help strengthen those communities, both
domestically and internationally, and to
address a basic need in so many places
around the world,” Biermann said. “If we
could provide professionals who would
be willing to approach this area that has
great need in so many ways with a Christian perspective, I think that would be a
tremendous statement about what people
could do to help each other . . . I’m looking
forward to seeing all those [future public health] Taylor alumni out there doing
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SOLD CONFERENCE CONTINUED...

number. A girl hitting the streets has a
one-in-three chance of being approached
by a trafficker in only 48 hours, Barrows
said.
“It’s all about money,” he said. “From one
girl, a trafficker can make between $500
and $1,000 each night without paying
taxes,” he said.
The commodification of women was
more personalized in Kathy Bruner’s
breakout session, “Women in the Media.”

She challenged attendees to examine “how
we may have absorbed the media’s messages in ways that harm ourselves, our
relationships and the church.”
“Her session brought a lot of good
thoughts on how I perceive media and
things that I believe, not realizing they
are lies,” Paladin said. “There are thoughts
that I need to change.“
The Taylor male faculty panel discussed
areas individuals at Taylor can change.
Samuel Morris hall director Drew Moser
and associate dean of students Steve Aus-

tin challenged the audience to change the
notion of trafficking as a women’s issue.
They encouraged men to overcome shame
attached with some of these topics, to discuss the injustices and to begin taking up
leadership in the solutions.
“Our hope for the conference was also to
remind our community of the encouragement we have as people of truth and light,”
Consultado said, “and the charge we have
been given to challenge the oppressors and
to give a voice for the voiceless.”

HISTORY ALUMNI INSPIRE STUDENTS
KYLA MARTIN
Taylor history, international
thing everyone should see
STAFF WRITER
studies and social studies eduonce, and we said, ‘well we
cation majors got a glimpse of
want them to come back and
what their future careers could look like have some frequency of visit,’” Bubp said.
Monday night.
Museum leaders set out to redefine how
Taylor alumni David Allison (‘01) and Conner Prairie drew visitors. They deterKen Bubp (‘98) spoke about their expe- mined the museum needed to include
riences working for Conner Prairie, an activities people would want to repeat
interactive history park.
and to bring in new things for people to do.
This annual alumni presentation fol“If we’re not meeting those needs, we’re
lows the senior banquet, which honored not doing our job,” Allison said.
27 students this year.
The new mission statement is: “Con“We want you to be able to see what ner Prairie inspires curiosity and fosters
you can do with a Taylor degree,” Dr. Tom learning about Indiana’s past by providJones said.
ing engaging, individualized and unique
Allison and Bubp landed jobs at Conner experience.”
Prairie fairly soon after graduating from
The changes were successful. Last
Taylor.
year, the museum was awarded the 2010
They started out as guides. Through National Medal for Museum and Library
many promotions, Allison became the Service by Michele Obama, one of only
general manager for experience delivery, five museums and libraries to receive the
and Bubp the chief operating officer.
award. Conner Prairie’s latest project is
“At one point it was very exciting,” Alli- a town that tells the story of John Hunt
son said. ‘It was a breakthrough thing Morgan’s raid on Indiana, a journey that
to put people in a specific place in time. wreaked havoc on the state.
However, due to a lack of focus on visitors’
Allison attributes his success to the
needs, the museum’s popularity faded.”
foundation he received at Taylor.
“Somebody once described Conner Prai“I think Taylor gave such a broad range
rie as like ‘Casablanca,’ the movie, some- of experiences,” Allison said. “My experi-

ence here at Taylor was just such a well
grounding place where I really felt like I
could be launched out and do something
exciting with my life.”
Both Allison and Bubp have recently
received higher positions elsewhere, but
what they learned at Conner Prairie
greatly influenced them to become the
professionals they are today.
“Museum work, I think, has the opportunity to provide such a wide range and
such diversity of experiences,” Allison
said.
The seminars at which they have spoken about Conner Prairie have also been
beneficial.
“You never know when you’re going to
need a network,” Bubp said. He meets
people at these conventions, giving him
many connections.
“History is not just a dead subject, but
something that’s alive and relevant today,”
Dr. Alan Winquist said.

Economic students
present paper
By Economics Department
Economics/Systems majors, senior Benjamin Warner and junior Maggie O’Connell
ended their spring break early to present a research paper they co-authored at
the Economics Undergraduate Research
Conference at Bowling Green State University.
Their paper, “Modeling Conflict: a Linear Regression Model Using World Bank
Data,” was researched and written for an
Independent Study in Econometrics, mentored by Dr. Ken Constantine, professor
of mathematics and Dr. Hadley Mitchell,
chair of the economics department.
“Both students have done an excellent
job of communicating their findings,”
Constantine said. “[O’Connell] and [Warner] can be very proud of the quality and
quantity of work they’ve done on this
project.”
The paper won first place in the Macroeconomics category, one of 15 finalists
submitted across four different categories.
“I was delighted to see them stand out
among the other contestants in their presentation of a rigorous project they produced last semester,” Mitchell said. “The
verbal support they received from professors from other universities present at
the conference reflected kindly upon the
training they have received in economics
here at Taylor.”
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FRIDAY
CHA P EL - MR. JI M G ORD ON A ND MR. D A N
G ORD ON, G RA ND RA P I D S, MI CH.

Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

TAYLOR THEATRE’S “WI TNESS FOR THE
P ROSECUTI ON”

$10 for students, $12 for adults
Mitchell Theatre
8 p.m.

SATURDAY
TAYLOR THEATRE’S “WI TNESS FOR THE
P ROSECUTI ON”

$10 for students, $12 for adults
Mitchell Theatre
8 p.m.

SUNDAY
VESP ERS

Rediger Auditorium
8 p.m.

TAYLOR THEATRE’S “WI TNESS FOR THE
P ROSECUTI ON”

$10 for students, $12 for adults
Mitchell Theatre
3 p.m.

MONDAY
CHA P EL - SP RI NG BREA K FOCUS

Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

SOCI A L JUSTI CE WEEK PA NEL

Rediger Auditorium
8 p.m.

TUESDAY
SOCI A L JUSTI CE WEEK SP EA KERS
JON G REENER A ND A LI CE COLEG ROVE

Rediger Auditorium
8 p.m.

WEDNESDAY
CHA P EL - SOCI A L JUSTI CE WEEK
MR. CELESTI N MUSEKURA , D A LLA S, TEXA S

Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

SOCI A L JUSTI CE WEEK SP EA KERS
CELESTI N MUSEKURA A ND I NNOCENT NI SI I MA

Rediger Auditorium
8 p.m.

WORLD
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MOSAIC
NIGHT
G O L D S M I T H ,

S TA F F

In the past, Mosaic Night was a small-scale cultural
event. When the Multi-Ethnic Student Association
(MESA) got involved last year, however, the event
really began to take off.
This year, it was even bigger.
“People keep coming to me and saying, ‘I’m bringing my whole wing because I loved it last year,” said
MESA president, junior Kate Camara, before the
show. “I think students have worked harder this
year because we’ve anticipated it more.”
Mosaic Night is all about celebrating the different cultures represented on campus, first in
the Global Market, where students set up booths
to share their countries, then in the show itself,
and, finally, in a fire knife dance outside Rediger
Auditorium.
Camara was in charge of Mosaic Night, and she
and her cabinet handled the logistics and organized
the groups. However, she maintained that the different groups, not the cabinet, truly made the show.
“When I see [different] cultures, they reflect
aspects of God, but when you put it all together
. . . all on this one stage . . . you suddenly get this
fuller sense of how beautiful our God is,” said Anila
Karunakar, director of international student programs, who led the Indian dance.
This year, there were 10 dances, each representing a different culture, from a South African
gumboot dance to African-American step dancing,
from an Irish dance to a showcasing of six differ-

W R I T E R

ent rhythms from six different Latin
American countries.
Some of the dances were more
traditional cultural dances; others
were not.
The Asian Awareness Association
(AAA) did a boy band-esque Asian
pop song, with screaming fans behind
them to complete the picture. The Korean group did
a similar modern dance to American worship song
“I Want to Know You More,” which they have been
practicing since J-term.
Though each dance represented a specific culture, there was a lot of diversity within the groups.
Junior Stephanie Binion led the South African
dance, but of the eight students in the dance, only
three were from Africa. However, she welcomed
the opportunity to teach American students about
her culture.
“You have an opportunity to be a part of different
cultures, not just your own,” said junior Nick Cartwright, who was involved in three different acts.
In between the acts, individuals and smaller
groups of students read poetry and sang songs. And
then there were the three videos, which featured
white, Asian and black students, respectively, talking about stereotypes and how they are “more than
white,” or “more than Asian,” or “more than black.”
“[The videos are] giving them a voice to say, ‘this
is who I really am. Let me tell you before you decide

Photo by Tim Riethmiller

L I Z

Kelsey Van Housen and Maggie O’Connell bow after completing their Irish dancing.

who I am,’” Camara said.
For the last indoor act, everyone involved in
Mosaic Night—about 90 people—came to the front
for a final dance.
After the show, everyone went outside to watch a
Samoan fire knife dance, performed by sophomore
Matthew Hamilton. Camara said that that dance
was a big hit last year and was back by popular
demand.
Camara hopes that Mosaic Night will spark
curiosity and open up dialogue between people of
different cultures.
“It’s better to ask people about their culture than
to assume about their culture,” she said.
She also wants Mosaic Night to be an encouragement to Taylor’s white student population that they
have a culture, too.
“[We want] to encourage [those] . . . who aren’t
minorities to see that this won’t be truly a mosaic
unless they’re a part of it,” she said.

“Requests have been
made to the Libyan
foreign media office for
the release of James
Foley and the other
journalists detained by
government forces.”
- Philip S. Balboni,
President of Gobal Post

SPEAKERS CHALLENGE STUDENTS TO
BEGIN INTERFAITH DIALOGUE

C H R I S T E N

A

GA L L ,

WO R L D

E D I T O R

s Taylor celebrates World Religions Week,
“Peace in our world, stability in our communities
TSO hosted several events to promote and even the health in the church requires that we
interfaith dialogue. During Vespers Sunday, find a more constructive way of interacting with
a video featuring a discussion between Skye our Muslim neighbors,” Jethani said. “I believe, in
Jethani and Eboo Patel began the dialogue. particular, evangelical Christians should be leading
Jethani is a Christian speaker, writer and ordained that effort.”
pastor, while Patel is a MusFear of being disloyal to
lim who is the founder and
Chrisianity and of the loss
president of Interfaith Youth
of Christian influence in the
Core, an organization focused
West caused by globalizaon making interfaith cooption are two reasons Jethani
“Peace in our world, stabileration normal for people of
believes Christians don’t
ity in our communities, and
different faiths. Jethani and
engage in this kind of diaPatel expressed the need for
even the health in the church logue.
positive relationships among
Ramona Fisher, a religion
requires that we find a more
people of the Christian and
teacher at Canterbury School
Muslim faiths.
constructive way of interact- in Fort Wayne, addressed the
Jethani and Patel model
evangelical call to interfaith
ing with our Muslim neighthis positive relationship
dialogue on Wednesday in
because they are strong
bors . . . I believe, in particu- the recital hall. She told the
believers of their Christian
story of her transition from
lar, evangelical Christians
and Muslim faiths, respeca concerned parent—after
t i v e l y, b u t t h e y d e e p l y
enrolling her children in
should be leading that
respect one another. The
Canterbury and discovering
effort.”
two are friends and continuthere was a required religion
ally debate and discuss the
class—to the religion teacher,
differences of what they
promoting peace among the
believe—both with the desire
community of diverse relito convert the other, but neigious backgrounds. She asked
ther ever being successful.
the crowd, “What are you doing to be a peacemaker?”
Religion is a deeply personal issue, but instead of
Fisher started a spiritual center in her classroom
promoting the clash of religion, Patel and Jethani called the Haven, a place for students of any faith
call for peace and cooperation between people of background to come pray or ask spiritual questions.
different faith.
She also began a small group for parents claiming

different faiths to begin understanding the differences in what each group believes. Fisher said it
took almost a year and a half for the group of couples
from six different faiths to become comfortable with
one another. She says now she views the group as
close friends, though they all have different beliefs.
Senior Reed Spencer, president of Global Engagement agreed with Fisher’s desire for dialogue and
understanding of other faiths.
“We serve a God who loves the entire world. He
created people of other faiths in his image.” Spencer
challenges Taylor students to read a variety of literature—including things which will challenge them,
not just what they believe. He points out that while
Taylor students may not have many people of different faiths surrounding them in Upland, they do have
chances to encounter people of different religions in
places as close as Marion or Muncie.
Sophomore Tom Weingartner stated that he came
to the event to hear the speaker’s perspective.
“I loved the emphasis on personhood and not just
looking at them as someone to save,” Weingarter
said. “Not just to fix someone, but to know someone.”
Fisher stated that Christians schools like Taylor
are being rediscovered as institutions putting great
students out into the workforce. The most common
problem for students from academically strong
Christians schools is inter-culture incompetency,
according to Fisher.
She challenged students coming back from study
abroad trips and mission trips to stay engaged in
other cultures.
“You should be coming back as a peacemaker,”
she said.

and killed when a gunman attacked
an elementary and middle school
in Rio De Janerio on Thursday. The
gunman has been idetified as a former student of the school. He commited suicide once police entered
the scene.

continues as the royal wedding of
Prince William to Kate Middleton is
only weeks away on April 29. The
couple struggles to keep the details
of the wedding a secret, but the
media has discovered the kind of
cake being eaten and that the groom
will wear a military uniform and no
wedding ring.

Boat crashes off the coast of Italy
Italy - A ship carrying sub-Saharan

Mountaineers clean up Mt. Everest
Nepal - A group of mountaineers

Gunman kills 11 students
Brazil - Eleven students were shot

African immigrants traveling to Italy
wrecked off the the Italian island of
Lampedusa on Wednesday. More
than 250 people were missing after
the shipwreck.

Entertainer wins presidency
Haiti - Michel Martelly, a popular

enterainer in Haiti, won the presidency by a landslide vote. Martelly,
known as Sweet Micky or Tet Kale,
was previously known for disrobing
and swearing on stage. He defeated
Mirlande Manigat, a college professor and former first lady.

Royal Wedding is weeks away
Great Britain - The countdown

flew to Mount Everest on Wednesday to clean up debris left by
climbers. Thousands of explores
have been climbing to the top of the
mountain since 1953 leaving behind
empty oxygen bottles, ropes, tents,
and many other items. Apa, a Sherpa,
an experienced climbing who has
gone up the mountain 20 times, will
lead the group.

Four killed in airstrike
Libya - General Avdul Fattah Younes,

a commander of the rebel army in
Libya, claims tanks were mistakenly attacked by NATO war planes
Thursday morning. Four people were
killed in the airstrike, making this the

On This Day
in History
1778- John Adams, future United
States Presdient arrives in Paris as
a member of the American commission representing the interests of the
United States.
1842- Elizabeth Bacon Custer, the wife
of General George Custer is born in
Monroe, Mich.
1916- Three were killed during the
Boulevard Race in Corna, Calif., after a
race car drove into a crowd of spectators.
1955- American writer Barbara
Kingsolver is born near Annapolis, Md.
She is most well known for writing the
best-seller, “The Posionwood Bible.”
1974- Hank Aaron of the Atlana Braves
hit his 715th career homerun, breaking
Babe Ruth’s record of 714.

second case of friendly fire in the
last week. NATO is investigating the
claim and has not commented on the
incident.
Aftershock hits Japan
Japan - Last night, an aftershock

of the March 11 earthquake and
tsunami hit Japan. Reports have
generated that the aftershock has
caused injuries, blackouts and some
fires. The aftershock was one of
several that have occured after the
earthquake and tsuami, but the one
on Thursday is the largest according to the United States Geological
Survey.

Government tries to win goodwill
of people
Syria - The government of President

Bashar al-Assad of Syria announced
the closing of its first casino and
said it would allow schoolteachers
to wear the niqab, which has been
banned. These changes are all to
encourage goodwill among the
Sunnis and Kurds.
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IFC GOES TO CALVIN
B R E AC H I N G

Oil is getting expensive. Crude oil
has settled above $108 this week
as the fighting in Libya and unrest
in the Middle East continues.
Investors are worried what effects
the high prices will have on the
economy, especially as the nation
tries to get out of the slow recession. Lowering demand may help
stagger prices, but if the trend
continues, prices over $4 per gallon are expected this summer.

T

LIFE AND TIMES CO-EDITOR

welve students left campus yesterday to
attend Calvin College’s fifth Festival of Faith
& Music (FFM) in Grand Rapids, Mich. The
group, largely comprised of members of Taylor’s Integration of Faith & Culture (IFC)
cabinet, will attend three-days-worth of concerts,
speakers, and workshops.
The biennial conference is designed to “forward a
comprehensive interrogation of the ways grace, love,
compassion, and the Christian faith are expressed in
the world of popular music.” This mission statement,
according to IFC’s graduate assistant Josiah Hatfield,
aligns “almost directly” with that of IFC. FFM just
zeros in on music rather than all aspects of culture.
Other FFM attendees are comprised of students
from numerous high schools and colleges both Christian and non-Christian, as well as professional artists, journalists and creators.
“I’m most excited to interact with other students
and people who are not from a Christian school,”
said senior IFC President Diana Duncan. “It will

be a great opportunity to see a perspective different
than ours.”
Hatfield agreed.
“I am looking forward to seeing how other schools
approach culture.”
Some featured artists include My Brightest Diamond, The Civil Wars, Matisyahu, Vienna Teng and
Switchfoot frontman Jon Foreman. Concerts are
each evening after a full day of workshops and speakers, all taking place on Calvin’s campus. Conference
keynote speakers are Princeton Theological Seminary professor Luke Powery, Image editor Gregory
Wolfe, and singer-songwriter Shara Worden of My
Brightest Diamond.
Worden is especially noteworthy. She has extensive experience as a much sought after popular musician. In addition to her own songwriting, she sang
on Sufjan Stevens’ albums Illinois and The Age of
Adz, The Decemberists’ The Hazards of Love, and
has collaborated with artists such as David Bryne
and The National brothers Bryce and Aaron Dessner.

ESCAPED SNAKE
After a week-long escape from
the Bronx Zoo, an Egyptian cobra
caught a lot of media attention and
got thousands of followers on Twitter. Now the Bronx Zoo is allowing
the public to choose a name for
the cobra. People have offered
over 33,000 suggestions, from
Cleopatra (who was killed by a
cobra bite) to Mia (an abbreviation
for Missing In Action). The winning
name will be posted soon.

These shorts end above your knees and come in bright,
solid colors or designs. “A general trend in all men’s
fashion is tighter and slimmer-fitting clothes,” Bane
said. “Shorts are following that trend. They’re not
going to be skinny jeans, but they are going to end a
little bit higher.”

Target sells cute, affordable rain boots in a wide variety of colors and patterns. Shop online at target.com
for the full selection.

Bare Ankles
If you wear slip on shoes like Sperry’s or Penny Loafers, don’t wear socks. Let your ankles show. It’s a good,
warm weather alternative to sandals. In the words of
Bane, “Flash a little bit of ankle.”

DANIEL MORRILL

the proceeds went toward the James
family.
“We believe our family has the
gift of hospitality,” James said.
“We asked around for people willing to help and quickly had a huge
response from our friends at Exit 59
and Taylor.”
“I was really honored when Ryan
and Sara came to me and asked me
and Kinsley to play at JFAF,” said
junior Mario Gonzalez, who plays
with freshman Kinsley Koons in
their band, The Atlantic. “I’ve seen
how amazing of a mother and father
they are to Oliver, and it’s so encouraging to know they will continue to
be amazing parents with the addition of a new child.”
“I’m so glad the James family is
getting the community involved
with their adoption,” Koons said.
“It’s an honor to help them out.”
The James family’s youngest
member, 3-year-old Oliver, is excited
to gain a new brother or sister.
“Oliver understands more than
we give him credit for,” his father
said. “He’s totally pumped about
the adoption and prays each night
for the mother’s health during the
pregnancy.”
Bethany Christian Services
invests a great deal of their
resources into the mothers’ health
during their pregnancies.
“It’s important for us to have an
open adoption,” James said. “We
really think what Bethany is going
is a great thing. It’s not just an adoption agency—it’s a ministry, as well.”

I

f the Andy Griffith Show were
ever to be remade for today’s
audiences, Taylor University’s
community would certainly
be in the running for the new
Mayberry. Crime is incredibly low for
a college campus, and students live
with almost no fear of any wrongdoings taking place. Many of them don’t
even lock their doors and often leave
their laptops on top of a coat rack
while they eat their meals.
Although Chief of Police Jeff Wallace spent his junior high, high school
and college days on and around Taylor’s campus, he has not always been
a part of such a friendly environment.
After graduating from Taylor in
1989, Wallace moved to Detroit with
his wife, where he became a police
officer.
“I always wanted to be a cop,” Wallace said. “My dad was a police officer
for a brief time in the ‘50s—a long
time before I was born—so I always
got to hear his stories and see his
pictures.”
Wallace was a police officer and
detective in the Detroit metropolitan area for 13 years. He served on
a special response tactical team and
a fugitive squad and investigated
sexual assault, domestic violence and
homicide cases.
Even though he enjoyed his job
in Detroit, Wallace wanted to raise
his children in a safer environment
and felt God’s calling for a possible
change in his life. In 2003, Wallace
made the decision to move back to
Upland and join Taylor’s police force.
“It wasn’t ever about not liking
what I did,” Wallace said. “I loved

what I did, but I thought that maybe
God wanted me to go in a different
direction. It ended up that the door
opened up here at Taylor to come
back, which wasn’t even part of my
plan, but it was definitely a perfect
fit.”
After three years as an officer,
Wallace accepted a job to become the
new chief of police. His duties include
enforcing federal, state and local laws,
university policies and regulations,
monitoring campus security, handling student safety and overseeing
parking and campus traffic.
“I do far less law enforcement compared to what I used to do, but my
job is so much more fulfilling and
rewarding because of what I get to
be involved in with the students and
the Taylor community,” Wallace said.
Wallace said without a doubt his
favorite part of being at Taylor is getting to interact and build relationships with students.
“Anybody that knows me knows
that’s why I feel like I’m here,” he
said.
Still, even though he loves what
he does now, Wallace cannot help but
miss the action he experienced in his
days in Detroit.
“I’d be lying if I said that I didn’t
miss it at times, because I do,” Wallace said. “You don’t go into law
enforcement without having a little
bit of a desire for the adrenaline
pump and the excitement, but it
doesn’t outweigh the joy I get from
being able serve in the capacity that
I do here at Taylor.”

Gap Year Experience
CBS News chief anchor Katie
Couric is steadily making her way
off the newscast. A signature anchor, Couric is in the middle of final
negotiations to leave the network.
Couric hopes to land a contract
for a daily syndicated television
program, possibly in the realm of a
daytime talk show.

‘80s Shorts

Rain Boots

Take the road less traveled.

BYE-BYE KATIE

These nautical-inspired blue and white striped shirts
are simple and chic. Dress them up with a skirt or
dress them down with jeans. People Magazine recommends choosing a fabric that’s thicker than a T-shirt,
so it’ll “look crisp, but still have enough stretch to
flatter your shape.”

SPORTS CO-EDITOR
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Google is adding a “+1” button
to its search engine, allowing
users with a profile to click on
things they like. Compared easily
to the “Like” button on Facebook,
Google is competing to bring in
more Google profiles and have
more accurate target ads on the
site. Google holds 12.6 percent of
the annual online ad spending,
while Facebook is nine percentage
points ahead in the market.

Striped Tee

MAN BEHIND THE BADGE”

BRENT CLOUSE
It doesn’t take much to spark the
interest of culture-hungry Taylor
students. Find several musicians,
brew some espresso and you have
a genuine coffeehouse experience
in no time. Sure, our saucer-shaped
Union is perfect for this brand of
weekday get-together, but Saturday night at Exit 59 Church offered
something new and worthwhile for
Taylor students, faculty and the
locale community.
JFAF—the James Family Adoption Fundraiser—was a night of
music, baked goods, local art and
the opportunity to help change the
lives of a family forever.
Taylor adjunct faculty member
Ryan James and his wife Sara are
currently in the process of adopting
a child through Bethany Christian
Services, the nation’s largest adoption agency.
“Sara and I had talked about
adopting a child even before our
engagement,” James said. “This
has been a dream of ours for a long
time.”
As the James know, adoption is
not a quick process. After all the
paperwork is done, raising the funds
can be the hardest hurdle to jump.
“It has the potential of being a
long process,” James said. “Bethany
encourages the parents to fundraise the money for the adoption,
and Sara and I have been simply
overwhelmed by the support we’ve
received with this event.”
Along with showcasing bands
comprised of Taylor students and
faculty and their families, JFAF
featured local arts and crafts. All

FFM also features twenty other presenters
teaching various workshops. Among these are two
who spoke at Taylor in the fall: Hipster Christianity author Brett McCraken and The Sacredness of
Questioning everything’s David Dark. IFC members
expressed excitement in reconnecting with these
authors and discussing their latest work.
“David Dark will be interesting to hear speak again
because his talk here was really open ended,” junior
IFC member Carey Rand said. “It only touched on
the surface the issue. He—perhaps appropriately—
raised a lot more questions than answers.”
IFC cabinet wants to involve those who cannot have the FFM experience. Members are each
assigned to review a concert or provide further commentary on various workshops. Their writing will
appear on IFC’s website taylorifc.com in the upcoming weeks. For a more immediate play-by-play of the
FFM happenings (including photos), check out their
Twitter feed @taylorifc.

JEFF WALLACE: “THE

JFAF: COMMUNITY SUPPORTS
ADOPTION FUNDRAISER
Live music? Coffee? WHERE?! I’ll go!

GOOGLE VS FACEBOOK

KARA HACKETT

CONTRIBUTOR

Monday, April 11th
4:00-5:00pm
Rupp 203

Sponsored by the Career Development Office

Vintage Ties
Look for solid colors or simple designs on ties that are
no more than 2.5 inches wide at their widest points.
Ties made of unique fabrics like wool or seersucker
attract more attention. A good tie isn’t hard to find.
“Every time I go into Goodwill, I find a good tie or two
for a dollar a piece,” said senior Matt Bane.

Floral Dresses
A floral dress can be casual or formal, depending on
what you pair it with. People Magazine suggests wearing it with a brown braided belt and accessories in the
same color family but not overly matched. Look for a
dress that falls at or just above your knees.

Tie Bar
Bright Purses and Bags

To keep your tie in place in the windy spring weather,
sophomore Larry Kimball recommends using stylish
tie clips. According to Kimball, it’s popular to wear
tie clips higher up on your tie. Bane recommends
thetiebar.com, which sells a wide variety of tie clips
for about $15 each.

When it comes to bags, mix and match colors to
express your unique style. Messenger bags and tall
totes are great for class. Lighten your load with an
over-the-shoulder mini bag just big enough for the
essentials. They’re cute, small and practical.

Duffle Coats
Duffle coats with toggles and hoods are becoming
popular spring jackets for men. Duffle coats are similar to pea coats. “I got a lightweight one,” Bane said.
“It’s good for the springtime weather. They’re probably going to replace pea coats in the next few winter
seasons. Pick them up now because they’re on sale.”

BEYOND THE

EMMA COOK - FRESHMAN

PHOTOS BY: TI M RI ETHMI LLER

Tribal Prints
These exotic patterns can be found on skirts, dresses,
shirts, bags and shoes. One well-selected, bold print
will give you a variety of colors to work with. Let the
tribal print steal the show by pairing it with muted
pieces and accessories.

GRIND

UP

With the second half
of the semester in
CONTRIBUTOR
full swing, you’re
undoubtedly questioning your sanity
in the midst of lab reports, group projects, final
presentations and term papers. To save yourself
from a mental breakdown, it’s high time to migrate
out of Zondervan’s depths. The problem? You find
the Union packed and your roommate just texted
that Payne’s and Starbucks have people sitting on
the floor. Panic sets in at the thought of working
another four hours in the library. What can you do?
You may be surprised that there are plenty of
great study spots rarely visited by the Taylor community. In fact, I can guarantee there is a coffee
shop for your situation. Next time you need to get
off campus to work, give one of these places a try.

BRAD RICHARDSON

MATT BANE - SENIOR

LAND

ALL THAT GAS

Bright colors and bold statements

ALISSA GOEGLEIN

th e

B U B B L E

SPRING FASHION PREVIEW

MT CUP
This is the crème de la crème
of college coffee shops. Buried in
the Village district of Ball State,
this brightly-painted establishment has seen better days. The
chairs are leftovers from the
old student union, and the heat
hasn’t worked since before the
new millennium. While the coffee
is inexpensive and the food isn’t
bad, there’s one thing that keeps
this place at the top of the list: it
stays open until at least 2 a.m.
With that list of things keeping
you up all night, a latenight coffee shop just might be the perfect
way to make it through to final
exams.

MCCONN COFFEE CO.

WORK S CI T ED, L LC

If you’re a Union rat
but need a change of
scenery, try the Indiana
Wesleyan University
coffee shop. McConn
provides the desired
college atmosphere with
enough anonymity to
get work done. They’re
open until midnight or
1 a.m., depending on the
day, and there is always
somewhere to sit. Keep
in mind the lack of
Internet—you need an
IWU account for that.

This recent addition to
Marion is downtown on
Adams Street. Another
“business-plus-coffee-shop,”
Works Cited has the standard coffee drinks and a
couple deli options. However, walk into their Reading Room and you’ll feel
right at home. Decked out
with old couches and books
from 30 years ago, it’s like
sitting down to work at a
great aunt’s house. Works
Cited is open from 7 a.m. to
9 p.m., but you need a backup plan. They tend to close
sporadically.

T REE OF L IFE
BOOK S TORES, INC.
Sitting between Meijer
and Wal-Mart on Marion’s
main stretch, this Christian
bookstore has been in Grant
County for fourteen years.
Although it’s not their predominant business, they have
a small café perfect for afternoon studying. With a small
collection of tables and nice
chairs and couches throughout the store, you’ll have a
quiet place to get work done
or browse their book deals.
Tree of Life is open Monday
through Saturday, 9 a.m. to
8 p.m.
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Feist’s Mystique, My Haircut
INDIE QUEEN OF COOL TO RELEASE ALBUM IN 2011, HOPEFULLY. MY HAIRCUT DEPENDS ON IT.

I

Photo provided by www. karaoke-lyrics.net

was 3 years old when I
track, a lamentation of a crum- I was not French nor
ALISSA GOEGLEIN
sneaked a pair of scissors
bling relationship: “Now I know brunette and was comCONTRIBUTOR
to the upstairs bathroom
what I don’t want / I learned pletely tone deaf—but
and cut myself some
that with you). The next five I could certainly cut
bangs. My mother discovered me too late, tracks melodiously revealed Feist’s acute sense my bangs.
encircled by snippets of blond curls. She of sexuality and womanhood, especially “When I
I cut them just in
cried for two hours. I looked bald.
Was A Young Girl” and “One Evening.”
time for the release of
I was just a toddler. I wasn’t defying
The former relayed a stinging sense of melan- her third album “The
my mother, making a statement or being choly over the narrator’s lost innocence and the Reminder” in 2008,
fashion-forward—I just wanted to be a latter reflected upon an unsuspected one-night a sparkling gem of
beautician when I grew up. But midway stand. The album closed with the tasty French pretty pop. She was
through high school, I whipped out the treat “Tout Doucement” and, cleverly, “Now at responsible for at least
scissors for a more pointed purpose. I wanted to Last.”
co-writing every song,
be like Leslie Feist.
In a single listen-through, I was sold. I dubbed so the album appears
It was 2007 when I learned of the Canadian her my newfound icon and loved her vehemently, more rawly Feist—fun
Broken Social Scene-member turned solo-artist, as schoolgirls do best.
and flirty, yet still soulabout the time I tossed out my holey Hollister
In the following weeks, I began my Feist ful and heartbreakjeans and shut off the rapidly homogenizing research. I devoured Internet articles and inter- ing. The album was
radio for good. (I still have no clue why I actually views, studied pictures of her on Google Images, an instant household
paid extra for jeans with holes in them). I was and continuously streamed her music videos. staple as my sister
turning 17 soon and realized that my mind mat- From it all I gleaned one central idea: Feist is and I bopped around
tered far more than the evenness of my eyeliner, darn cool.
the kitchen to “I Feel
and that a world existed outside the walls of
She was raised in Toronto by artist parents, It All” and slaved over
my high school teeming
is fluent in French, has imitating the quirky
with fascinating things
collaborated with every choreography from
to uncover. Feist served
critically-acclaimed art- “1234” and “My Moon
as the benign pied piper
ist under the sun (Beck, My Man” music videos.
who drew me out into
Jane Birkin, Wilco, Jamie That year, she ended
that world.
Liddell, James Gadson, up with four Grammy
At this point, she had
Ben Gibbard and The nominations, five Juno
sold about a half million
Postal Service, Aaron wins and a sold-out tour.
appears on two tracks: “Train Song” alongside
copies of her sophomore
and Bryce Dessner and
The more I encounter Feist and her music, the Ben Gibbard and “Service Bell” with Grizzly Bear.
album “Let It Die,” a melRon Sexsmith, to name a more I understand that her appeal doesn’t lie in That same year, as I was nonchalantly spinning
ancholy blend of covers
few), and goes simply by the sum of her parts but in her ability to grace- the new Wilco album when BAM—there she was,
and originals highlighther last name. Feist—YO, fully embody them all at once—from playfulness her lovely voice haunting alongside Tweedy’s on
ing her voice’s milky tone
Feist!—the jock-like vibe to whimsy to sophistication to innovation. It’s “You And I.”
and occasional vibrato. She had a humble but serves up delicious irony as you remember her that “Feist mystique” that keeps me feeling like
Lucky for me, “Look at What the Light Did
devoted following, from which came my new (and abundant girlish charm, just as her slender fig- an adoring high school fan years later.
Now,” a documentary about the creative journey
very cultured) friend Jake. One day he tossed ure and flawless dark features mock her slouchy
And it has been years. My bangs have grown through “The Reminder,” was released in the fall.
me a burned copy of “Let It Die” during passing menswear wardrobe.
out. I’ve grown up. I’ve escaped those high school It was only screened six times in cities over 600
period, hollering “You’ll like it!” over his shoulder.
And then there’s the undeniable puniness of walls and entered the outside world. But where miles from me, but Amazon delivered to my doorHe winked and was off.
her fabulous, well, feistiness. Like in a 2004 is she?
step what I consider a “nod” to me from hiatus.
I popped in the album for my long drive home Toronto Magazine interview predating the “Let
In the last three years since her 2008 tour,
January brought rumors that Feist is prepfrom school. And so it began.
It Die” release, when she complained that “the Feist has been largely absent from the public. ping an album to release this year. I hope so—I
Track one, appropriately named “Gatekeeper,” female illusion is always so one-dimensional: It’s She has played a couple low-publicity shows and filled out a graduation application yesterday
melted in through the stereo as Feist’s sultry either sensitive songstress or the sexpot. [In my appeared a few times with Broken Social Scene. and need her to come back to usher in my next
voice crooned about the ushering in of a new songs] there’s sex, but also the broken-hearted
Yet, subtly and mystically, she’s letting me season of life.
season: “Gatekeeper / Seasons wait for your girl who’s going to bust your balls.”
know she’s around. In 2009 she contributed to
I didn’t become a beautician, but a writer, and
nod”). “Mushaboom” was next, upbeat and playAnd let’s not forget the bangs. She wore them “Dark Was The Night,” an album that raised I have no idea what to do with my hair.
ful. Feist’s voice then drops gracefully to the title strait across her forehead—like the French do. $1.2 million for HIV and AIDS relief. On it she

It’s that “Feist mystique”
that keeps me feeling like
an adoring high school
fan years later.

KRISIS DESIGN EXPO
STEPHANIE JEWELL

You may have friends who are senior
graphic design majors. If you do, you’ve
probably noticed they’ve all gone missing.
Has some epidemic come to Taylor, wiping out only those select
few who have a knack for visual design and are six short weeks
away from graduating?
Maybe not literally, but any of the 13 seniors could tell you
that something has taken them off the social map these last
few weeks.
The Krisis Design Expo.
As graphic design majors, these seniors have been working
toward their senior show since the first day they stepped onto
campus. It is the culmination of all of their class projects, outside
jobs, and countless hours in Metcalf. It is when they finally get
to show the world everything they’ve done.
And as the third class to continue the tradition of a group show,
this year’s seniors hope tonight’s expo will be a fun time to show
off their hard work to their family and peers.
“The senior art shows are a very special thing,” said participating senior Kelly Werner. “We get to have four year’s worth
of blood, sweat, tears and money validated and celebrated. Not

CONTRIBUTOR

LOCAL EVENTS
This weekend, “Witness for the Prosecution” opens in Mitchell Theater. The classic play by Agatha Cristie is presented in a
Film Noir style, accentuating the lights and shadows akin to an
old mystery movie. Tickets are $10 for students, $12 for adults.

all majors get to experience such a fun and public wrapping up
of their college experience like we do.”
But the common thread among participants this week has been
lack of sleep and an abundance of stress. Justin Doud explains
how the show has seemingly taken over his life.
“I have been working on my portfolio whenever I have time.
Period,” Doud said. “I haven’t watched TV or played any games—
video, card or athletic—since the semester started. I have been
pulling one all-nighter a week, getting as many hours in as I can.”
According to show manager and participating senior Morgan
Hunt, each senior is responsible for taking care of a specific area
of the exhibition. The name for the show, Krisis, came from their
mutual concern about the show that began last semester.
“We had a class last semester together and we wanted a way to
share links for ideas of inspiration, etc.,” Hunt said. “So we created a Facebook group for our class and we called it the Portfolio
Krisis Support Group, so it just carried over I guess.”
The Krisis Expo is tonight from 7 to 11 p.m. in Metcalf ’s art
gallery. There will be free food and music, but most importantly,
the opportunity to congratulate 13 seniors on four years of hard
work.

DESIGNERS
+ KELLY WERNER

+ JACOB FULTON

+ DUSTIN FRIESEN

+ PETER STEVENSON

+LUKE SHUMAN

+ KAITLIN MCCLAIN

+MORGAN HUNT

+ KAREN CLEARY

+JUSTIN DOUD

+JOSH VOIGTS

+ DAN SALDI

+ BEN DILLER

+TAMAR BONTRAGER

Review: Noah & The Whale
BRENT CLOUSE
CO-LIFE & TIMES EDITOR

Tomorrow, Celtic Woman comes to the Murat Theatre in

Indianapolis. The band performs Irish music for a contemporary audience, celebrating the life and style of Celtic
culture.
For more information, visit livenation.com

It looks like Noah and the Whale,
that happy-go-lucky band of
London folksters, has finally
ventured back into somewhat
familiar territory with their
third album, “Last Night on
Earth.”
Commonly known for ukuleles, matching outfits and quirky
Baumbach-Anderson motifs, the
band’s sophomore album, “The
First Days of Spring,” never
matched the fun that was so
perfectly displayed with debut
tracks like “5 Years Time” and
“Shape of My Heart.” The band
has made a timely move from
the stuffiness of winter into the
freshness of spring.
Redemption and escapism permeate the album, as seen with its
opener, “Life is Life.” Frontman
Charlie Fink sounds confident
as he proclaims: “It feels like his
new life can start / and it feels
like heaven” against a surprising wall of synths instead of the
expected uke strings.
What Noah and the Whale pick
up in optimism they lose in folk.
“Last Night on Earth” has less fuzzy Neutral Milk and a bit
more Mumford than expected. The constant throughout the
album is, you guessed it, that lovely chorus of background singers that frequently pop in to remind you that you’re listening
to upbeat “friendship music.”

Image provided by albumoftheyear.org

For more information, visit the Communiation Arts Office.

The end result is a polished album that’s arrived just in
time for the turning of spring. Timeless? Probably not. Fun
and enjoyable? For sure. Noah and the Whale has reassuringly
proved it is not a one-trick folk pony.
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MIXED REVIEWS ON LIKEALITTLE.COM

W

Illustrated by: Caroline Helmke
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J E W E L L

igh-quality flirting.
ence it with alarming accuracy and desperately try to
Not the way most people would describe guess who the people are by piecing together clues of
male-female interactions on this campus.
location and looks and the content in the message. I
But for the growing number of Taylor gave my roommates some laughs as I impersonated
students publishing anonymous but oh- a Wengatz guy in a chat once. It’s really a stimulatso-cheesy/heartwarming flirtations on LikeALittle. ing—but ultimately heartbreaking—mind-bender, as
com/taylor, this is happening all the time on the best the fruit of anonymity really do a good job of keeping
medium for real-life relationships: the Internet.
things mysterious.
Ok, so boysenberries and lucumas writing ditties
Why does Taylor love LikeALittle? It’s cheeky. It
about why they admire a certain person from afar makes us giggle. It gives shy people the chance to
might not be the best foundation for a legitimate finally spill their feelings. It teaches us about differrelationship, but that’s not to say
ent fruits and improves spelling.
it’s not thoroughly entertaining
US News and World Report should
Why does Taylor love
to read.
rank us No. 1 in recognizing all of
I first heard of LikeALittle,
Likealittle? It’s cheeky. It our classmates by initials only. It’s
which claims to be a “flirtingquite a tricky specialized skill.
facilitator platform” for college makes us giggle. It gives shy
To me, LikeALittle is just
campuses, when a bunch of my
people the chance to finally another harmless way that social
friends from IWU were raving
media can screw up our interperspill their feelings.
about it on Facebook. My roomsonal communication one funny
mates and I mused, “Wouldn’t
flirtation at a time. No one can be
this be funny if Taylor got one?”
hurt or embarrassed because no
Fast forward to the week
full names are allowed, and there
before spring break. I’m studyactually are live people (example:
ing in the Union when my roommate gasps in dis- my roommate) who serve as admins and are required
belief and dramatically turns her computer screen to delete anything inappropriate. So, let the cringetoward me, pointing at the address line in her browser. worthy flirtations continue. I’m going to go roster
“LikeALittle.com/TAYLOR!”
stalk to find all of the KHs on 2EO.
And so it began. My roommates and I can now refer-

Become a contributor to the Opinions section!
E-mail Emily_Luttrull@tayloru.edu for more information. Let your voice be heard.

M A R T I N

Mailbox
In light of recent discussion about Universalism, I’d like to address
the issue of a what I see as a movement away from Christ-centered
salvation. The problem with this trend is the idea that “Love Wins”
makes the serious error of equating God’s love with his unwillingness
to judge unrepentant sinners. It finds its basis not in Scripture, but
rather in our incredulity that a loving God would condemn those who
oppose him to hell. The problem with this thinking is it makes human
logic, not God, the ultimate authority. God’s patient love and eventual
wrath are both rock-hard biblical truths that we must accept and hold
in tension, whether we understand them or not. Scripture tells us that
“it is appointed for man to die once, and after that comes judgment” (Heb.
9:27). How can we profess Christ-like love for the world while we tell
unbelievers there may be opportunities for salvation after death?
I believe we will all be blown away by the depth of what we don’t understand when we reach heaven. As undeserving sinners, we must all leave
room for miraculous outpourings of God’s grace to others. But Christ
commissions us as the church to spread the gospel with the urgency
that comes from believing that this world is a sinking ship. The issue of
the exclusivity of salvation must be a cornerstone of our missional faith.
Souls hang in the balance. We owe it to a dying world.

– James Fitch

E

Need a soapbox?

K Y L A

hat started as a side comment are not real at all. Telling the world a kiwi
by a chapel speaker turned likes a girl with black hair is not courainto an outburst on the Tay- geous. It accomplishes nothing but shadlor section of LikeALittle.
ing your heart and true feelings from the
Before that fateful Friday, eyes of others. It is simply an excuse to be
the posts on the site were hours and days inactive and insincere.
apart. Moments after “LikeALittle” left
I’m not suggesting you disclose your
the speaker’s lips, time between posts crush to every person about whom you
lessened to minutes.
daydream, but if you feel enough to type
For weeks, the site was the hot topic on a heartfelt tribute to them, you are justicampus. We guessed the
fied in informing the
recipients of each anonyperson what you really
Telling the world a
mous flirtation, searching
think.
for our own gender and
Not every post is
kiwi likes a girl with
hair color.
written in love, howblack hair is not
This phenomenon
ever. The site is being
lasted until spring break.
sorely abused. Far too
courageous . . . It
Thankfully, the website
many posts are insults
is simply an excuse
is on life support as the
hurled at a specific
expressions of cyber
dorm or group of indito be inactive and
feelings are few and far
viduals. Boys seeking
insincere.
between.
a quick hookup ask
I don’t mourn the site’s
girls with a specified
loss of popularity for a
hair color if they’re
few reasons that come to
interested.
mind.
LikeALittle is an
Just as writing in a
excuse to be inapprojournal or typing in a document provides priate toward members of the opposite and
relief without physical or emotional injury, same gender with the guarantee that your
admitting a secret crush on LikeALittle reputation won’t be harmed.
can give the feeling of accomplishment
Is this really how we want the world to
and that you are one step closer to being view us, as no different from them?
with that person.
I am patiently waiting for the day Taylor
These feelings are only feelings. They blocks this site.

GOVERNMENT SHUTDOWN (OR UP)
xcuse me, but I
millions of dollars on that?”
RONNIE WILLMARTH
have an important
Congressman 3: “Yes, we do! My
CONTRIBUTOR
announcement. At
life was changed when I learned
midnight, the U.S.
about their excretion process!”
government could shut down. It’s like Y2K
At least that’s what seems to be happening in
all over again, but without a stupid acro- Congress. You can see how it would be tough to get
nym. Therefore, out of necessity, I hereby anything done in a group like that.
declare this crisis “The HOG,” or Halt of
Q: Wow. Our elected officials seem mentally unstaGovernment. A government shutdown ble.
might sound scary, but it’s actually hapA: Yep.
pened five times since 1981, most recently
Q: What does the military do during a government
in 1996. To me, it sounds like a great big shutdown?
sack of kittens—by which I mean fun. And now to
A: Don’t worry about that. Just because we can’t
answer some of your questions about a possible gov- run things at home doesn’t mean we can’t take care
ernment shutdown, starting with the basics:
of things abroad. Troops will remain on duty durQ: So, what is it, this government shutdown thing? ing a shutdown, but they will receive IOUs rather
A: A government shutdown occurs when the fed- than paychecks. I am not making this up. “They will
eral government ceases to provide what it calls continue to earn money during this period of time,”
“non-essential services.” These
said a senior Obama administracan include services offered by
tion official. “Given that we don’t
numerous agencies and prohave any money to pay out, they
grams such as The Department
will not be paid.” Of course, giving
of Defense, Social Security,
them IOUs makes sense! Thanks
At midnight, the U.S.
Medicare, National Parks and
for all of your service, military pergovernment could shut
even the White House staff (cue
son, here’s a sticky note with some
Monica Lewinsky joke). All of
numbers on it! Your family can
down. It’s like Y2K all
the government employees who
take turns licking it for sustenance!
over again, but without
work for these agencies are sent
Seriously, IOUs? It reminds me of
home, where they are less harmthe briefcase scene from Dumb and
a stupid acronym.
ful.
Dumber, except Harry and Lloyd
Q: Why do government
are far more competent than anyshutdowns happen?
body in the House.
A: Shutdowns are caused
Q: Are there any good things that
when the republicans (who want
could come out of having a governto spend less) and the democrats
ment shutdown?
(who want to spend everything) in Congress have not
A: Lots of good things could happen. Scientists could
agreed on a budget for the next fiscal year. I’ve seen discover a way to turn paper into ice cream, spiders
better teamwork from squirrels collecting nuts in could become extinct and Katy Perry could stop makmy yard. They get close to a deal, but it falls apart ing music, although none of those things are directly
when they can’t agree on what to do with oh, give or related to a government shutdown. Basically, the
take, $33 billion. Congress, I mean. Not the squirrels, shutdown will just be a giant waste of money, and it
although frankly I would feel better about sending my definitely won’t shut up the government or the media.
taxes to them. Government officials know they are Most “non-essential” employees will still be paid durincapable of spending money wisely, so they purpose- ing the shutdown. Go figure.
fully look for ways to use it really, really poorly.
In all seriousness, this government shutdown could
Congressman 1: “As a Republican, I think we should be a wakeup call for the current administration to folcut government spending and let the citizens keep it.” low a more frugal budget. If that doesn’t work, I hope
Congressman 2: “But what about valuable pro- Congress will be thrown into even further disarray
grams, like the National Undomesticated Sea Cucum- by the whole process and that our political system
ber Preservation Center?”
will be left weak, vulnerable and exposed. Then the
Congressman 1: “Are you sure we need to spend squirrels could take over.

BY

Send letters to the editor at Emily_Luttrull@tayloru.edu by 3 p.m. Wednesday.
They should be no longer than 400 words. Due to volume, we cannot print all
opinions articles that we receive. Please keep your opinions as concise as
possible. The Echo reserves the right to edit for length and content.
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CARDBOARD CHALLENGE

think it is pretty safe to
spite of their difficult situASHLEY HUGHES
say most people readations.
CONTRIBUTOR
ing this article have
One way to do this is to
never been homeless.
participate in the cardMost Taylor students have never gone board community during Social Justice
through eviction, bankruptcy or abandon- Week. Living for three days in a box that is
ment by their entire family. Even if any of a few hundred feet from your actual home,
these have happened to students, most of having an unlimited supply of food and
us have families who would step in to help being surrounded by your closest friends
us in our time of need.
does not give a complete understanding of
Imagine that you do not have that sup- homelessness, but it will give you a small
port system. Imagine you graduate and taste of many people’s reality. This taste
find a great job, but a couple months later is key in expanding our love for others.
you unexpectedly lose your job. Since you By being cold, uncomfortable, hungry and
just started working, you barely have any tired for a few days, we are able to better
money saved away—definitely not enough understand the people who live like that
to pay this month’s rent. When the first all day, every day—people who do not have
of the month arrives and your landlord dorms, the DC or friends within a hundred
receives nothing, the eviction process feet.
begins, and you have nowhere to go. What
I know I will not completely understand
would you do?
what a homeless people’s lives are like
This is the true story of someone I met at from participating in the cardboard comSt. Martin’s Community Center in Marion. munity, but it will help me better identify
What really resonated with me is that his with them by developing empathy. I am
story could be our story. There are just a willing to be stretched and have my eyes
few key things separating our stories, but opened to the poverty that surrounds us
we rarely stop to think about this. I know here in Grant County and around the
I didn’t until I began talking to people and world. Are you?
truly listening to their stories.
Attending the nightly events every eveThe question for all of us is how we can ning during Social Justice Week, living
better understand these people we have in the cardboard community and finding
met. How do we grow to love them more? volunteering opportunities in Marion are
The point of Social Justice Week is to learn just a few ways you can have a greater
more about the issues surrounding us and understanding of loving your neighbor.
to learn to better love our neighbors in
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BASEBALL STAYS UNBEATEN IN CONFERENCE

TROJAN SPORTS

Strong winds and rain delays
STAFF WRITER could not stop the Taylor
baseball team from defeating St. Francis twice at home, and then twice
more at St. Franics yesterday afternoon.
The sweep of Taylor’s MCC rivals brings
the team’s winning streak to a season-high
of 11 games. Taylor is now 20-11 overall and
8-0 in the conference.
In the first game, the Trojans won 7-3.
Game-one starter junior Travis Tomaszewski earned the complete-game victory for
the Trojans, pitching seven innings and giving up just three runs on six hits.
St. Francis wasted no time getting on the
scoreboard in the first inning after hitting a
two-run homerun by senior catcher Taylor
Futterknecht to give the Cougars a 2-0 lead.
The Trojans quickly rebouned, scoring
three runs of their own in the second inning
Junior Ryne Otis slides head-first into second base Tuesday against St. Francis. Otis went 5-15 and had
to take a 3-2 lead.
two home runs in the four game sweep of the Cougars.
Sophomore Derek Kinzer started the
inning off with a solo homerun, his second of is a veteran guy. He has pitched a lot.”
“We had great production from up and
the season. Senior Ethan Houts followed with
Getting the start for the Trojans in the down the [batting] order,” Gould said.
a single and then freshman Austin York con- second game was senior Zach Vander Laan.
St. Francis countered with three more runs
nected with a double to score Houts, tying the He followed Tomaszewski, earning Taylor’s but fell short of a comeback as Taylor won 7-6,
game at 2. Due to an error by St. Francis, York second complete game victory of the day.
sweeping the doubleheader.
moved to third, where sophomore Dominic
Vander Laan did not pitch as well as he has
Taylor continued the seires yesterday afterSpadafora was able to bring him in with a hit, this season but managed to stay unbeaten noon, defeating the St. Francis Cougars 8-0
putting Taylor ahead for the rest of the game. (6-0). He struck out nine batters and walked and 8-6 to complete the four-game sweep.
“They do a good job of
only two in his seven
Luna won his third game of the season
just staying the course
innings of work.
while taking a no-hitter into the fifth inning
and keep playing,” said
“He had the worst of game one. He gave up just two hits and
“They do a good job of just stayhead coach Kyle Gould.
stuff
he has had all struck out nine over seven innings pitched.
ing the course and keep playing
“We have a good offense,
year, but it was just a The complete game by Luna was the seventh. . . We have a good offense, so
so we can explode at
good outing,” Gould said. straight by a Trojan starting pitcher. Nielsen,
we can explode at anytime.”
anytime.”
“He hung in there and Spadafora and junior Ryne Otis each hit
The Trojans did not
gave us a chance for our home runs in the 8-0 victory.
stop there. They scored
offense to come back.”
With the game tied at six in the nightcap,
four runs in the bottom
It was Taylor’s turn to Houts slapped a two-RBI single to give the
of the fourth inning to take a five-run lead, score first as they put up one run in the first Trojans an 8-6 lead in the top of the seventh
7-2.
inning. But St. Francis was quick to respond, inning. Sophmore Craig Martin came on to
Meanwhile, Tomaszewski shut down the scoring three runs in the top half of the sec- close for Taylor and picked up his third save
Cougar batters, allowing one run through the ond inning.
of the season. Sophomore Luke Hofsummer
last six innings after giving up the two-run
Junior Ian Nielsen provided most of the earned the win after pitching 3.1 innings in
knock in the first. He earned his fourth vic- offense, connecting for a three-run triple in relief and striking out three.
tory of the season (4-3) and struck out three the third inning to put the Trojans up for
“We are going to play to our strengths
hitters.
good. Nielsen got his other two RBIs in the rather than their weaknesses,” Gould said.
“We really needed a complete game out of fourth inning, hitting a bases-loaded, two-run “We have to make sure they hit with no one
him,” Gould said. “It was great that he was single. Sophomore Taylor Luna added an RBI on base.”
able to bounce back after a rough start, but he of his own to push the Trojans to a 7-3 lead.

IN BRIEF
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GABE BAIN

SPRING PRACTICE BEGINS FOR TROJAN FOOTBALL
Just as chirping birds and sproutmore time to work on technique.
DANIEL MORRILL
ing flowers are signs of spring, so
“We can go heavy on the funSPORTS CO-EDITOR
is the crunch of colliding football
damentals, slow it down a bit,”
players. After spending the winter condition- Korfmacher said. “For guys changing posiing indoors, the football team started spring tions, this is a good time to do it.”
ball last Wednesday and practiced outdoors
A typical spring practice includes posifor the first time since November.
tion-specific drills and instruction, a special
“We have the longest off-season of probably teams period, seven-on-seven scrimmages,
any sport,” said head coach Ron Korfmacher. situational team competitions and condi“We’re ready to be outside and be in pads. It’s tioning. The players practice every Monday,
overdue.”
Wednesday and Friday and lift weights every
While the Trojans did run-throughs last Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday. Practices
week, Monday marked the first day they run 90 minutes.
were fully padded. Spring ball runs through
“We want to get some answers both offenApril 30, when the team will hold an open sively and defensively at certain positions
scrimmage as a part of the Athletics Heri- and develop some depth,” Korfmacher said.
tage Weekend festivities.
“We want to build on the strength and speed
“We are focusing on getting better every improvements that we’ve made this offday and working on fundamentals, things season.”
that we can pick up on next year to put us
Taylor’s roster includes 55 players. Due
ahead of the opponents,” said junior Ryan to class commitments and injuries, about 45
Robertson.
suit up for each spring practice. Because the
Unlike practice during the regular fall regular season roster has close to 80 players,
season, the players do not have to plan spring ball is the best time for players to get
games during spring practices, so they have more repetitions.

“The team is looking good,” Robertson said.
“We have a lot to work on, but we are where
we need to be.”
Spring is also a good time for the coaching staff to see what type of team they will
have in the fall and what the strengths and
weaknesses are.
“You want to determine not how good we
are, we’ll determine that later, but how we’re
good—what our strengths are,” Korfmacher
said. “Each year they’re a little different . . .
That takes a little while to identify.”
Unlike players at other schools, the Trojans do not practice together during the summer. After spring ball, the players receive
a running and lifting program to execute
individually throughout the summer. Training camp begins Aug. 14 and leads up to
the Thursday night season opener against
Anderson University under the lights at Jim
Wheeler Memorial Stadium.
“We look real good,” said sophomore Don
Schember. “We are young and improving,
and will be ready in time to come out fresh
for the fall.”

BASEBALL (20-11,
8-0)
RESULTS
04/02 versus Grace W, 8-0,
W, 11-1
04/05 versus St. Francis
W, 7-3, W, 7-6
04/07 at St. Francis W, 8-0,
W, 8-6
SCHEDULE
04/09 versus Spring Arbor
(DH) 1 p.m.
04/11 versus Marian (DH)
2 p.m.
04/14 at Indiana Wesleyan
(DH) 4 p.m.
REVIEW
The baseball team won its
11th-straight game, improving to 8-0 in conference
with two wins at St. Francis. In the first game, Taylor
Luna won his third game
of the season after taking
a no-hitter into the fifth inning. In game two, senior
Ethan Houts broke a six-all
tie with a two RBI single
in the top of the seventh
inning to send Taylor to its
11th-straight win.
SOFTBALL (10-14,
3-3)
RESULTS
04/06 at St. Francis W, 5-4,
W, 6-4
04/07 at Cedarville L, 0-9,
W, 4-2
SCHEDULE
04/09 versus Indiana
Wesleyan 1 p.m.
04/12 at Goshen 3 p.m.
04/14 at Grace 3 p.m.
REVIEW
After losing yesterday’s
first game to Cedarville by
a score of 9-0, the softball
team bounced back and
won the second game 4-2.
Tied 1-1 in the top of the
fourth, the Trojans took
advantage of two Yellow
Jacket errors and scored
two runs on three hits and
take the lead for good.
GOLF
RESULTS
04/04-05 Taylor Invitational, 4th of 8, 644 Strokes
SCHEDULE
04/08-09 at St. Francis
Cougar Invitational 10 a.m.
04/12 at St. Francis (IL)
Spring Invitational
04/15-16 at Malone Spring
Invitational 10 a.m.
REVIEW
Sophomore Jimmy Fahlen
led the golf team with
a second round 77 and
a 155-stroke overall
performance as the Trojans
placed fourth in the Taylor
Invitational this week.

MEN’S TRACK &
FIELD
RESULTS
04/02 at DePauw
Invitational 4th of 11,
89.50 Points

SCHEDULE
04/08-09 at Little State 2
p.m., 10 a.m.
04/16 at Manchester
Spartan Classic 11 a.m.
04/21 at Anderson
Invitational 4 p.m.

REVIEW
Senior Scott Gill had a
career day Saturday as
the men’s track team took
fourth place at the DePauw
Invitational. Gill won the
long jump for the Trojans
and was joined by freshman Kevin McGregor and
seniors Bryan Allingham
and Josh Henson to win
first place in the 4x100meter relay. Gill was also
runner up in the high jump
and the 100-meter dash.
Gills high and long jump
scores both qualified him
for the NAIA National
Championships.

WOMEN’S TRACK &
FIELD
RESULTS
04/02 at DePauw
Invitational 5th of 12,
82.50 Points

SCHEDULE
04/08-09 at Little State
2 p.m., 10 a.m.
04/16 at Manchester
Spartan Classic 11 a.m.
04/21 at Anderson
Invitational 4 p.m.
REVIEW
The women’s track team
took first place in three
events Saturday on their
way to a fifth-place finish
at the DePauw Invitational.
Freshman Erin Price won
the 400-meter hurdles for
the Trojans and was a part
of the 4x400-meter relay
team that took the title.
Taylor’s 4x100-meter relay
team also took first. Price
and juniors Stephanie Kenney, LaJoya Smith and Amy
Malinowski placed second
in the mile relay.
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Sophomore Steven Deckert tees off during a practice
round before the Taylor Invitational. Deckert’s secondround 89 helped Taylor to a fourth-place finish.

Normally, poor weather condi- JON STROSHINE
shooting a collective 320.
tions and a challenging course C O N T R I B U T O R
That score included Fahlen’s
would not be a recipe for an
77 and Tereshko’s 80.
encouraging golf team performance. But
VanDam finished with an 81, Ramsfor the Taylor men’s golf team, it turned land with an 86 and Deckert with an
out to be exactly that.
89 to complete Taylor’s scoring. Siewert
The Trojans finished fourth at the scored an 81.
Taylor Invitational, played Monday and
The Trojans leapfrogged Cedarville,
Tuesday at Kampen Course in West which wound up in sixth place, to finish
Lafayette, Ind., with a final score of 644. fourth.
“I think what is a significant point of
The tournament, the second of Taylor’s
growth for us is to remain persistent spring season, served as a step forward
throughout the round,” said head coach for the Trojans.
Jon Cavanagh. “A five-hour round in bad
“I saw all of us take big strides in our
weather can be pretty frustrating, and golf game, but more so in our mental
when you hit bad shots and you don’t game,” Siewert said. “It is very easy to
score well, it can make a long day even make a big number on a hole and give
longer. So I think that our guys’ ability to up at Kampen. I would say our biggest
stick with it and keep working paid off.” improvement from the last tournament
The Trojans finished the first day of would be mental resiliency.”
competition in fifth and moved to fourth
On March 21 and 22, the Trojans comby the end of the Invitational.
peted in a tournament in Georgia and
The first day of play was preceded by finished sixth out of six teams.
rain almost until the opening tee-time.
It was Taylor’s first competition of
The temperature hovered around 50 the season and came in a tournament
throughout the day, which also featured against good teams which had already
overcast skies and winds between 20 and played in several tournaments.
30 miles per hour.
It also led to some hard work from the
The Trojans shot a combined 324 on team, and the results were evident earthe first day.
lier this week.
Junior Tyler Ramsland led Taylor with
The team’s performance at the Taylor
a first-day 77, and sophomore Jimmy Invitational was all the more amazing
Fahlen followed with a 78.
considering the absence of junior Evan
Freshman Brandon Tereshko’s 82, Cather, who was unable to play because
junior Steve Deckert’s 83, and freshman of a cut on his hand.
Matt VanDam’s 85 rounded out the firstThe golfers also gained from a couple
day scoring for the Trojans. Sophomore of Taylor connections.
Brandon Siewert, who competed as an
Jon Ochs, who coached the team last
individual, shot a 96 for the first round. year, helped assist the team at the tourAfter the first round, Taylor was 23 nament.
strokes behind first-place Wheaton but
In addition, Dan Ross, former Taylor
only 11 strokes behind the second-place golfer, helped open the door for Taylor to
team, Bethel.
play at Kampen, a facility that hosted
The second day’s weather was clearer the NCAA Golf Championships in 2008.
but still cold and windy, with gusts
Next up for the Trojans is today and
between 20 and 25 miles per hour.
tomorrow’s St. Francis Cougar InvitaThe Trojans improved their overall tional in Kendalville, Ind.
team score by four strokes on Tuesday,
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TROJAN GOLF TAKES FOURTH PLACE AT TAYLOR INVITATIONAL

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

Emily Kramer
YEAR:

Senior

HOMETOWN:

Jamestown, Ind.

LOCATION ON
CAMPUS:

Campbell Apartments

NICKNAMES:

Kramer, Krame-a-Lame,
Alpha Bisque

BEST SOFTBALL
MEMORY:

Bus trips with the team

FAVORITE FOOD:

Sticky Toffee Pudding
from Payne’s

SOMETHING YOU
CAN'T LIVE
WITHOUT:

Dove dark chocolate

IF YOU WERE A
CRAYON, WHAT
COLOR WOULD
YOU BE?

Yellow

